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President's report
It is with great pleasure for me to announce that the
general membership of our profession has finally accepted
the re-aligned SAIA Constitution, thus enabling the Board to
endorse its acceptance moving forward. On behalf of the
Board, I wish to express our gratitude for your support in
making it possible for us to achieve this milestone which sends
a very clear message out there that we are one family, bound
by one vision, driven by common values and aspirations.

President SAIA,
Sindile Ngonyama

Much as I had hoped that I would be handing over the reins to someone else in
August this year, this was not to be, as colleagues on the Board have persuaded me to
serve yet another term, so as to oversee the inaugural implementation of the
realigned constitution. I have accepted this honour and responsibility with humility,
hoping that the Almighty will once again give me the strength to keep the Institute
united as one family, and that He will grant me wisdom to guide your association
towards an even brighter future.
As you are aware that in line with the new Constitution, the general membership
soon needs to start nominating and voting for the new Vice President and a new
Treasurer. It should therefore be borne in mind that the elected individuals should
possess the zeal and vision for taking the Institute to even higher levels, as they will
be taking over the offices of SAIA President and SAIA Treasurer respectively, at the
end of 2016.
I am aware of the six top most strategic priorities which the SAIA Board has identified
and committed to concentrate on, namely:• Improvement of Member Service;
• Transformation;
• Harmonisation of Operations;
• Research Innovation and Development;
• Enhancement of Partnerships;
• Improvement of Marketing of SAIA brand.
Read more online...
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CEO's Corner
This newsletter certainly becomes the first one after the SAIA has instituted its adoption of the
revised Constitution. The past few weeks have been hectic for the National Office as staff members
were engaged in dispatching the new Constitution Documents to each member, in line with the
requirements of the old Constitution.
We thank all our members who took time to read the New Constitution as well as submit their votes
on its adoption. As you may now be aware, the New Constitution was adopted with an
overwhelming majority of those who submitted their votes.

New SAIA President & Treasurer
CEO, SAIA
Obert Chakarisa

In line with the requirements of the new Constitution, the current serving SAIA Board of
Representatives elected the first President and Treasurer to serve in the new term. May you join me
in congratulating Mr. Sindile Ngonyama on his re-election as the first president under the New
Constitution. Mr. Ngonyama has served SAIA exceptionally well over the past few years and we
remain grateful to him availing himself to serve another term.
In the same vein, join me in congratulating Mr. Andy Hart on his election as the first SAIA Treasurer
under the new Constitution. Mr. Hart has been a member of the SAIA Board of Representatives for a
few years now and is well versed with the financials of the organization.
May we all support our new leaders in ensuring that they steer the SAIA ship in the correct
direction.

Election Of The Vice President & Deputy Treasurer
SAIA Members will have the opportunity to participate in the election of the Vice President and
Deputy Treasurer. More details on the processes to be followed in this election process will be
made available through the Regions in the next few days.

Convener Of The National Practice Committee
After serving as the Convener of the National Practice Committee for many years, Mr. Eugene
Barnard has requested to be relieved of these duties so that he could focus more on other areas
of his profession. He has however availed himself to still serve in the Practice Committee itself.
May you join me in expressing our heartfelt gratitude to Mr. Barnard for the sterling work he did in
the many years he has led the Practice Committee. We are relieved that he has agreed to
continue participating in the Practice Committee.
In the same vein, Mr. Simmy Peerutin was appointed to assume the leadership of the National
Practice Committee. Mr. Peerutin is no stranger to matters related to Practice as he is evidently
passionate about ensuring that our members function in an enabling Practice environment. We
wish Mr. Peerutin well and success in his new daunting role as Convener of the National Practice
Committee.
Read more online...

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Reflections in my (Constitutional) Lens
By Eugene Barnard

Through which lens do you view life?
I know people who view life through wide-angle lenses. They have the uncanny
ability to know something about everything and are constantly aware of everything
that happens around them. Then there are those who use a standard 50mm lens,
normally a good quality one, as default viewer. They see what is necessary with
clarity, always seem to have everything under control and maintain a healthy
balanced life – the envy of the more erratic personality types. What about the
macro lens users? They investigate and question everything, always focussing on the
detail but often missing the bigger picture - for them the detail is too engaging!
Those I personally admire most are the ones gifted with telescopic lenses. Theirs is
the ability to see the future in perspective and to know now what others only
discover later.

Eugene Barnard takes a fresh
look at SAIA’s constitution

I enjoy the privilege of knowing a few of these farsighted individuals, one being the 2008 SAIA President. Al Stratford was one of a few
Board members at the time that recognised both the shortcomings and the untapped potential of the Institute of Architects. The
average architect in South Africa might have been aware of the fragmented nature of the Institute and its limited impact, but either
didn’t bother about it or didn’t know what could be done about it. Guided by his business acumen and years of exposure to the
franchise industry, Al and company suggested an item for the Board agenda in 2006: The Strategic Future of SAIA.
And thus began the big debate. No one could have foreseen just how protracted it would be. The February 2006 Board minutes
contains the following statement: “SAIA is dealing with the symptoms of a structural problem. SAIA must address these problems
strategically [AS]”. The following was stated in the February 2007 Board meeting: “Better branding of the Institute was required. The
Institute needs to stamp out its identity in SA.” The full SAIA Board met for the first Strategic Workshop one evening in May 2007. The
minutes record that: “… the Board decided, amongst others to establish a working group …. and to set up a blog-site for members to
contribute to the discussion on SAIA’s Strategic Goals.”
Numerous proposals and initiatives followed during 2008. A discussion forum was created on the SAIA website; the appointment of a
dedicated strategic specialist was mooted; the President undertook a roadshow to regions. It is evident from the 2008 Board minutes
that, while there was general consensus about the need for a firm strategy for change, the Board was struggling to find the elusive road
that led there.
Read more online...

SAIA's First Treasurer
Congratulations to Andy Hart, BKIA, elected at
SAIA's Board meeting on 28 May 2015.

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Practice
SAIA Practice Committee
Despite a somewhat reduced attendance, the SAIA Practice Committee dealt with a number of key
issues critical to the profession.

New Chairperson
After many years of outstanding and selfless leadership Eugene Barnard has stepped down as
Chair of this committee. Simmy Peerutin was confirmed by the Board as the new Chair of Practice.
Eugene continues to lead the constitutional reform and continues to serve on the Practice
Committee. We are indeed fortunate to have retained his immense expertise and institutional
knowledge.

Practice Committee Priorities

Bryan Wallis Director:
Practice and Stakeholder
Management

The committee reaffirmed that the following issues are to be main priorities and focus of our work:
• Legislation - NBR, NEMA, LUPA, SPLUMA, etc.
• Construction Contracts – JBCC review?
• SAIA Practice Manual
• Fees, Fee Agreements, Fee Calculator and tendering
• CPD – coordination of regional programmes
The following issues were also identified as deserving attention as and when resources permit:
• BIM
• Sustainability

Director of Practice
Following Bryan Wallis' wish to scale back his time commitments, the search for a new full time Director of Practice has not yet borne
fruit. The search continues but in the interim Bryan Wallis continues to fulfil that role for the next few months. In order to widen the
catchment area it is necessary to consider a suitable candidate from outside the Gauteng area who would not be required to work from
the SAIA offices. If you can think of someone who may be suitable please contact Bryan Wallis. Meanwhile, a revised job description is
being prepared.

Integration of Regions' Practice Committees' Work
It was agreed that more co-ordination between Regions’ Practice Committees themselves as well as with the National Practice Committee
is needed. To this end, Simmy Peerutin will be discussing the matter with the Regional Practice Committee Chairpersons over the next few
weeks.

PROCSA
An extensive discussion was had around the proposed Architect Agreement and in particular the Scope of Work split into Architect and
(where there is no Project Manager) Principal Consultant and Principal Agent. It was further decided that the SAIA Client Architect
Agreement will remain in place in the interim but revisions are being contemplated, especially in the area of indemnities

...Practice
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SACAP
SACAP has recently issued proposed policy changes critical to the Profession and you are urged to read each one carefully in order to
fully appreciate the consequences:
• IDOW
• CPD
• RPL
The documents may be downloaded from:
http://www.sacapsa.com/news/235441/SACAP-Council-Policies--Request-for-Comments-Closing-date--06-July-2015.htm
The Director of Practice is preparing a SAIA response.

FEES AND TENDERING
The SAIA Fee Calculator is almost ready for closed testing. Over the next month a number of Practices will be invited to test this with a
view to getting it ready for a launch in October. This calculator will be aligned with the PROCSA Agreement Scope of Work.
We are all aware of the negative effect fee tendering is having on the profession and the quality of work. The SAIA Practice committee
will attempt to engage with National Treasury and the DTI on this issue. In the interim you are requested to advise the Regional and
National offices if you come across tenders with poorly defined or just plain poorly considered criteria.
SACAP has now published the 2015 Professional Fees Guideline and the Framework for the Professional Fees Guideline. Downloadable
from: http://www.sacapsa.com/news/223886/SACAP-Annual-Update-of-Professional-Fees-Guideline-and-Framework-2015.htm

CONSTRUCTION REGULATIONS 2014
Presently there is an exemption from compliance with the provisions of Sections 3 and 5(7)(b) of the Construction Regulations 2014
until 7 August 2015. It should be noted that full compliance with the provisions of these sections will come into effect on 7 August
2015.
Construction work that falls within the ambit of Section 3 of the Construction Regulations 2014 will be subject an application by the
client to the Department of Labour for a Construction Work Permit which could delay commencement of work on site for 30 days.
Effectively this will apply to construction work that will:
• exceed a 180 day contract duration, or exceed a 180 day contract duration, or
• involve more than 1800 person-days of construction work, or involve more than 1800 person-days of construction work, or
• have a contract value >R13m, or have a contract value >R13m, or
• have a CIDB grading of Level 6 or higher have a CIDB grading of Level 6 or higher
There are various exemptions from these requirements such as a single storey residence intended for occupation by the owner. Our
Director of Practice will attempt to set up an urgent meeting with the Department of Labour.

PRACTICE MANUAL
Certain sections have been updated and the remainder is currently under review amongst the four larger regions and soon to be
uploaded onto the SAIA website. The on-line practice Manual will be available to all SAIA members in good standing.

JBCC
It was agreed that a review of this contract needs to be accelerated. A meeting is also to be held between the Chairperson of Practice
and the Head of the JBCC to express concerns.

NATIONAL BUILDING REGULATIONS
Members to note that the National Building Regulations and Building Standards Act (103 of 1977) is under review by the DTI. The
review process was launched at a workshop held on 29 June 2015. This review could lead to amendments of the National Building
Regulations themselves which in turn may well have implications for the SANS 10400 series of deemed-to-satisfy rules.
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Marketing
Apart from being committed to providing our members with on-going
communication, Marketing is also dedicated to providing you, our members, with added
value and benefits.

Solace-Legal Advice for you
Following research it was found that many of our members wanted access to legal advice.
Thus, we engaged with Solace, provided by Legal and Tax and negotiated a package deal to
provide our members with FREE legal advice.
See advert for details...
Debbie Kirk
Executive Manager:
Marketing, Communication
and Fundraising

Green Building Conference
SAIA members also indicated that they would like discounts on attractive CPD opportunities and
so we negotiated a 45% discount for SAIA members for this year’s Green Building Conference.

CEO Breakfasts
Through our National Office and in Collaboration with Bkia, Gifa and Pia, Obert Chakarisa: Chief
Executive Officer, SAIA was able to present his strategy to take SAIA forward. These breakfasts, which also
included other topics of value were CPD accredited and offered free of charge to members. More such events
are being planned country-wide.

CEO Obert Chakarisa
addresses GIfA and PIA
members on SAIA's
strategy.

CEO Obert Chakarisa
received a round of applause
from BKIA members
following his strategic
presentation.

World Bank Research Results Presented
Thirty SAIA members contributed to research done by the World Bank and the results were
made known at a breakfast primarily to Pia and Gifa members. The research looks at Doing
Business in South Africa benchmarked against almost 400 cities from 55 economies
benchmarked in other subnational Doing Business studies. Doing Business investigates the
regulations that enhance business activity and those that constrain it. Regulations affecting
six stages of the life of a business are measured at the subnational level in South Africa:
starting a business, dealing with construction permits, getting electricity, registering
property, enforcing contracts and trading across borders.
Members can download the research results via the link: http://www.doingbusiness.org/
reports/subnational-reports/south-africa. In addition, to win a hard copy of this research,
look at this month’s competition to see how you could be a winner.

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.

Moussa Traore and Trimor Mici
from World Bank, Washington DC
address SAIA audience
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Call for Submissions for Digest of South African Architecture
A newsflash was sent out calling for submissions for The Digest of S A
Architecture. This annual publication has the mandate from SAIA to
catalogue and publish a record of work produced by the profession
annually. It is intended to reflect upon recent design and production and
expose the evolving situation in South Africa. Any excellent project, in
South Africa or elsewhere, completed between July 2014 and 2015,
regardless of theme or category, will be considered for inclusion, provided
the client approves. Thus, we request all SAIA members to send their
submissions, as laid out in a recent Newsflash, to:
Cape Institute for Architecture [CIfA]
P O Box 3952
Cape Town
8000
Telephone: (021) 424 7128
Fax: (021) 424 3620
BEFORE OR BY | FRIDAY 24 JULY 2015

GIfA and PIA members at recent breakfast
strategy session.

Professions and Projects Register
We have listed the practice names and telephone numbers only in the Professions and Projects Register. This is to help you advertise
your practice and gain more clients. However, by not including email addresses you will not receive unsolicited advertising material.

Welcoming our new Arch Journal Editor
Following a stringent selection process, Alma Viviers was chosen as the new Arch Journal editor. SAIA wishes Alma all the very best as
she takes on board this critically important SAIA publication. (See more details about Alma in this edition of NEWS@SAIA).

Totally Concrete
SAIA hosted a stall at Totally Concrete. In addition, CEO: Obert Chakarisa was invited to give a presentation: The Future of African
Design and Conceptualisation at the conference. He also addressed Classic FM audiences on this topic and also informed them
regarding undertakings at SAIA.

AZA2015
Bookings are now open for AZA2015. This year’s programme is jam-packed full of superb presentations and activities. The venue,
1 Fox Street is sure to make this event vibrant, fun-filled and a great place to network. See advert in the newsletter.
Click here for more information.

Decorex
Look out for the opportunities presented at Decorex to enable architects to meet with key suppliers, to get new ideas and form
worthwhile business relationships.

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.
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Transformation
Transformation Yields Benefits for All
Being a South African citizen and living in a country whose democracy is younger than mine
in years, and recalling my own mind-set at 21 years of age, I can identify with the mental
confusion, emotional turbulence and identity crisis that this 21 year old country of ours is
currently going through. This is why SAIA’s transformation programme is so relevant to me
and our organisation, at this stage in our nation’s history. Penelope Sebe, Manager
Transformation shares her views.
As you gradually started moving away from the young, free wild years and entering into the
more responsible age group, looking back in hindsight, one can only embrace the
transformation that took place. In retrospect, you realised the need and benefits to
transform and therefore become more open to the change process.
When I was appointed Transformation Manager at the South African Institute of Architects
(SAIA) beginning of this year, I knew I had a challenging task ahead of me. The word
“transformation” in South Africa is generally not easily embraced, as in South Africa
"transformation" is currently uncharted grounds, and it is normally accompanied with
the fear of the unknown.

Penelope Sebe
Executive Manager:
Transformation

With SAIA’s determination to reposition the Institute by operating more along the lines of a corporate structure, the re-birth of
the transformation portfolio couldn’t have come at a better time. The time to actively play a role in transforming the profession, built
environment and the societies it serves has never been so ripe.
According to Google, the definition of transformation is: a marked change in form, nature, or appearance. For SAIA, when we speak
of transformation, we refer to:
- NORMILISATION of our society through the provision of equity and equal opportunities
- INVESTMENT in our members and future architects by creating a socio-economically empowering environment
- As a BENEFIT-based organisation, it is our aim to see the institute, regional institutes, members, stakeholders and the public not only
yield positive results, but benefit from all transformation efforts.
Our philosophy is that our efforts towards transforming the architectural profession should be employed in such a way that the skill and
experience be retained and enhanced towards building a transformed profession which will meet the needs of a human(e) built
environment in our country.
In order for transformation to take place, the Institute needed to have clear strategic transformation objectives, a transformation
programme and a committee to implement the necessary efforts.
Meet the Transformation Committee:
- Ms. Penelope Sebe – Coordinator
- Mr. Fanuel Motsepe – Convenor - (Gifa - Read more about Fanuel)
- Mr. Kevin Bingham – (KZNIA - Read more about Kevin)
- Ms. Nina Saunders – (KZNIA - Read more about Nina)
- Mr. Linda Mampuru – (GifA - Read more about Linda)
- Ms. Buhle Mathole – (GifA - Read more about Buhle)
- Ms. Lone Poulsen – (Open Architecture - Read more about Lone)
Read more online...
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Finance
This is the last Newsletter for the 2014-2015 financial year and so I would like to
thank our loyal members for settling their individual membership subscriptions
and practice levies. It is through your efficient payment that we are able to
continue offering you, our members, good service and many benefits.
In future, in terms of the new Constitution, corporate membership will cease to
exist, but SAIA practices will come into being. A practice that consists of at least
one principal who is a member, shall be designated as a SAIA practice. Status as
a SAIA practice of SAIA is mandatory. A SAIA practice may use the designation:
"SAIA Practice" or the description: "A registered Practice of the South African
Institute of Architects" or place a SAIA logo on any practice or marketing
material, but not in the name of the practice."
I am really looking forward to the year ahead as SAIA joins together, ever closer
as one big happy family serving the interests of architects ever more
effectively,” concludes Esther.
Esther van Tonder
Executive Manager, Finance and Human
Resources

Click here for SAIA Membership Definitions
Click here for Application for membership
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Architexture Winners
SAIA loves winners. That’s why we are proud to announce the following four winners of Architexture, the book offered as a prize in last
edition’s competition. And the winners are:
- Roelof du Preez
- Silindzile Shongwe
- Michael Louw
- Adrienne Walls

WIN: A Book Prize Hot off the Press
Doing Business in South Africa 2015 is the book that is up for grabs in this
edition of NEWS@SAIA. And, the good news is that there are three copies to WIN.
What’s more 30 SAIA members made this research possible and our National
Treasury is taking its findings seriously.
Doing Business in South Africa 2015 is the first sub national report of the
Doing Business series in South Africa.
It measures business regulations
and their enforcement in 9 urban areas and 4 major ports. The cities are compared
against each other, and with 188 other economies worldwide.
Comparisons with other economies are based
on the indicators in
Doing Business 2015, Going Beyond Efficiency, the twelfth in a series Of annual
reports published by the World Bank Group. The indicators in Doing Business in
South Africa 2015 are also comparable with almost 400 cities from 55
economies benchmarked in other sub national Doing Business studies.
Doing Business investigates the regulations that enhance business activity and
those that constrain it. Regulations affecting six stages of business are measured at
the sub national level in South Africa: starting a business, dealing with
construction permits, getting electricity, registering property, enforcing contracts
and trading across borders. These indicators were chosen to identify which
economic outcomes work, were and why.
The research project outlines in this book is implemented by the Global
indicators Group (Development Economics) of the World Bank Group in
collaboration with the National Treasury of South Africa, the Department of Trade
and Industry and the South African Cities Network. The study is co-funded by
Switzerland’s State Secretariat for Economic Affairs (SECO) and the National
Treasury.

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.

To win one of two copies of one of these
insightful books, simply answer the
following question:
What do you understand by
Transformation?
Send your answers to
Marketing@SAIA.org.za by 12 July and
you could be a winner.
the competition on Facebook
and you could also win a copy.

WIN A Gregoire Boonzaier Signed Print to Cherish
To WIN this incredible prize, send an email to Marketing@SAIA.org.za and explain why you
would like to own this painting. (Winner drawn by random selection).
Competition closes 13 July 2015

This work, provided as a prize for SAIA members, by Salzmann Art
and Antiques was produced by Gregoire Boonzaier. Boonzaier’s
work is extremely popular amongst South African art collectors,
both the original and signed copies as provided in this competition.
Boonzaier is a contemporary of Pieter Wenning, Pierneef and
other old SA Masters. Wenning was the originator of the Cape
Impressionists of whom Stratt Caldecott, Gwelo Goodman, Nita
Spilhouse and Frieda Lock were participants in this style of
painting. As Boonzaier grew up with most of these artists, many of
whom his father supported financially, it stands to reason that he
was influenced by them. However, much of Gregoire’s acclaim
also stems from his unique talent. Thus it is more than mere
influence that makes Gregoire a master.
At the young age of 24 he already did incredibly masterful works.
He developed the technical ability to apply his paints very thickly,
work in half tones and work very loosely. From what one can see,
all by himself.
One can have little doubt that he is a world class master.

Gregoire Boonzaier was the fifth child of
political cartoonist Daniël Cornelis
Boonzaier and his cousin Maria Elizabeth
Boonzaier. Early on Gregoire made the
acquaintance of the artists Pieter
Wenning, Nita Spilhaus, Moses Kottler and
Anton van Wouw, all of whom were close
family friends. It was Moses Kottler who
first gave Gregoire a box of paints in 1922
and Nita
Spilhaus an easel in 1926, igniting a creative flame that was to burn
for more than eighty years. Gregoire's father was dead set against a
formal training in art and felt that he had more to learn from the
artists around him. In 1923 his first two oil paintings were shown at
Ashbey's Gallery in Cape Town, simply signed "GREGOIRE". His first
one-man exhibition followed two years later – he was to hold more
than 100 one-man exhibitions during his painting career.
Read more about Gregoire Boonzaier
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SAIA’s Past Presidents – A Profile
Fanuel Motsepe, Multi-Talented Architect and Leader
Having lectured at the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg for four years,
Fanuel Motsepe practices as an architect and urban designer. Fanuel established
Motsepe Architects Research Unit (MARU) cc. MARU is equipped with a library, a
computer lab, an audio-visual room, and a model making studio. MARU engages local
and international researchers and publishes research findings. The company has
undertaken significant city rejuvenation projects in Johannesburg’s inner city and South
Africa’s capital city, Tshwane, as well as charity projects in rural villages and townships
historically reserved for South Africa’s black population. Fanuel John Motsepe
Architects is a practice unit of Motsepe Architects Research Unit and Practice Unit
Learning Apprenticeship (MARU a PULA).
Fanuel is the Immediate Past President of the South African Institute of Architects (SAIA)
and in 2014 completed his 3 year term as an Executive Councillor at the South African
Council of the Architectural Profession (SACAP). He served 10 years at the South African
Heritage Resources Agency – Gauteng (SAHRA-GP) providing heritage conservation
architectural services were he was delegated as the official directing the projects listed
under SAHRA-GP below.

Fanuel Motsepe, Immediate
Past President

He is an executive board member of the Black Business Council in Built Environment (BBCBE) and a Council member of the Africa Union
of Architects (AUA). He is also a board member of the Construction Education and Training Authority’s (CETA) Accounting Authority and
is also a Council member of Construction Sector Charter Council (CSCC).
Read more online...

Alma Takes the Helm of Arch Journal
Cape Town-based freelance journalist and editor Alma Viviers has been appointed as the
editor of Architecture South Africa/Journal of the South African Institute of Architects. With
a BSc degree in Architecture from the University of Pretoria and a diploma in copywriting
and marketing communication from AAA School of Advertising as well as nine years’
experience in the publishing industry, Alma brings a wealth of unique skills and knowledge
to the position.
For more than four years Alma was part of the VISI magazine editorial team, first as features
writer and later as managing editor, before taking up a position as staff writer in the
communications department of the Cape Town Partnership. In 2013 Alma joined the Design
Indaba team as online editor where she conceived of, and implemented, a new editorial
direction and content plan for designindaba.com. She now works as a freelance editor and
writer on a range of print and digital projects and is a regular contributor to publications
such as Leading Architecture and Design and VISI Magazine.

Alma Viviers

Alma believes critical reflection on and engagement around the state of the architectural profession, the current built environment and
the forces that shape it as well as the complex challenges that face our cities, are necessary to foster a vibrant, informed industry and is
excited to develop the role Architecture South Africa/Journal of the South African Institute of Architects can play to foster this
conversation.
To this aim Alma welcomes any topic suggestions, project submissions and contributions to Architecture South Africa/Journal of the
South African Institute of Architects. You can send her an email at alma.viviers@gmail.com
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The Fulton Awards
With the celebration of the 2015 Fulton Awards, 36 years have passed since the awards were first launched as a tribute to the late Dr.
Sandy Fulton.
This South African doyen of the concrete industry contributed enormously to the construction industry in general, and international
concrete technology in particular, and left a legacy of notable scientific and technological advances.
Today, the Fulton Awards continue to recognize and reward excellence in the design of, and innovation in concrete, and each year we
witness the construction of world-class structures that have been entered, which easily compete with the best around the globe. The
Awards are made to the structure or concept, not to individuals. So they are presented to the entire team that is responsible for
producing the structure, or creating the development, including the owner/developer and all associated professionals.
One unique aspect of the Fulton Award is the fact that the judges visit the site of each submission in order to fully evaluate it.
Entrants greatly appreciate this personal touch and are able to present their projects face-to-face and illustrate their great pride in
what they have achieved.
Here are the winners for 2015. Read more online...

Announcing the New ICOMOS SA Committee

I am pleased to announce that the inaugural meeting of the new ICOMOS SA Executive was held on Friday 19 June 2015. We have
new office bearers and they are:
President: Ntsizi November (nnovember@gmail.com)
Vice-President: Jenna Lavin (jenna.lavin@gmail.com)
Treasurer: Laura Robinson (ctht@heritage.org.za)
Past President: Pascall Taruvinga (pastar143@yahoo.com)
EXCO member: Stefan de Kock (perceptionenvplg@gmail.com)
Nicolette Nunes will act as the Secretariat for the present and, as always, she may be contacted on admin@heritage.org.za.
I am sure that you will all join me in congratulating the new team! Our website will soon be updated and will contain information
about our new EXCO and some of the activities that are part of our planning.
As SAIA members, I would also like to encourage you to consider which of the International Scientific Committees you would like to
join. The information is on the ICOMOS International website, which also contains more details on the activities of the ISC’s.
www.icomos.org Your interest needs to be channelled via the SA Exco initially so please feel free to contact us with any enquiries
that you may have.
With kind regards
Laura Robinson
Director: Cape Town Heritage Trust
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JEREMY ROBERT ROSE – Convenor for St Gobain SAIA Award for Social Gain
Jeremy Rose has been chosen Convenor for the St Gobain SAIA
Awards for Social Gain. Click here for Jeremy’s top achievements

Jeremy Rose, looking forward
to convening adjudication
panel for St Gobain SAIA
Awards for Social Gain.
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Dekton® by Cosentino
Dekton® by Cosentino ultra-compact surface is a new and innovative category of surfaces created with the objective of becoming a
global leader in the world of architecture and design both for indoor and outdoor spaces. It is the result of an investment of 128 million
euros and 22,000 hours of research and development, making it the perfect partner for designers and architects throughout the world.
Dekton® is a sophisticated mixture of the raw materials that is used to manufacture glass, porcelain materials and quartz surfaces. The
Dekton® surface can recreate any type of material with a high level of quality. It is manufactured in large format (320 cm x 144 cm) in
varying thicknesses (0.8 cm, 1.2 cm and 2 cm) and it as superior technical characteristics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High mechanical resistance
Good resistance to fire and heat
High scratch resistance
High UV rays resistance
High hydrolysis resistance
Reduced water absorption
Very good colour stability
Very good dimensional stability
High abrasion resistance
High stain resistance
Resistance to freezing and thawing.

These superior technical characteristics are achieved thanks to the exclusive TSP (Technology of Sinterized Particles), developed by the R&D of
Cosentino Group. TSP technology is an ultra-compaction process which makes Dekton® a totally revolutionary low-maintenance, long-lasting
product with a multitude of applications.
Prestigious architect and designer Daniel Libeskind created a spectacular architectural sculpture which was the first design and
architecture landmark created with Dekton®. It is also the only project of Daniel Libeskind in the Iberian Peninsula. Under the title “Beyond
The Wall”, this impressive polycentric spiral is located in Cosentino Group headquarters in Almeria and was presented by Libeskind himself
in February 2014. “Beyond The Wall” is not a traditional spiral with a single centre and axis, but a contemporary spiral which opens a
plurality of directions along many different trajectories; a polycentric spiral, propulsively twisting to a dramatic zenith. The spiral is the
result of the synergy between Libeskind‘s architectural vision and Cosentino’s innovative material Dekton®. “Beyond The Wall” shows how this
ultra compact surfacing material can cover successfully a complex and contemporary architectural facade. Dekton® has been used in all
exterior facades, interior walls and flooring. In total 305m2 of Dekton® has been applied with 2cm pieces in different formats, including the
large format size, 320 cm x 144 cm. The whitest finish of Dekton®, Zenith, has been the colour chosen for facades and walls, in contrast
with the perfect black of Sirius colour, chosen for the flooring of this impressive work of 8.5 meters high.
The ultracompact surface Dekton was selected for the flooring of Baku airport, Pepe Jeans stores in Barcelona, Paris and Rotterdam,
Dani García restaurant in Marbella (two Michelin stars) and DiverXO restaurant from David Muñoz (three Michelin stars) in Madrid.
In 2015 the Spanish tennis player Rafa Nadal features worldwide Dekton® adversiting campaign. At the same time, thanks to
Cosentino’s sponsorship of the project “Rafa Nadal Academy by Movistar” the tennis academy will include Dekton in diverse applications
of the spectacular premises.
The Cosentino South Africa office is geared up for distribution in South Africa and into Africa. Cosentino believes in fostering a culture of
learning and continuous development with regards to their products and the application thereof. The South African office works closely with
their head office in Spain to ensure that technical training and advice is available whenever necessary.
Cosentino South Africa – Tel: 011 974 8914 / email: njanssens@cosentino.com

The views expressed in this publication are not necessarily SAIA’s views.

Salzmann Art and Antiques
148 Zastron street
Bloemfontein.
Tel: 051-4304517
Cel: 0833049336
Mail: acsalzmann@gmail.com

Salzmann Art and Antiques have been manufacturing furniture, in all types of wood, for
more that 25 years. All pieces are made by Andre Salzmann and are either custom
designed or produced along standard lines.
Additionally Salzmann Art and Antiques deal in investment art, mainly focusing on the Old
Masters, such as, Pierneef, Laubser, Botha, Van Heerden, Goodman, Wenning and
Boshoff. Additionally Andre Salzman paints family portraits, portraits of buildings and
scenery, but has a special penchant for scenes of the Karoo.

Art

Oyster Collectors- Oil on Canvass- Boshoff

Gwello Goodman- Oil on Canvass

Andre Salzmann – Willomore Oil on Canvass on Board

Rose Innes- Oil on Canvass

Furniture
The artworks together with beautifully designed and crafted furniture make Salzmann Art
and Antiques an ideal choice when designing interiors to match beautiful buildings. That’s
because Salzmann Art and Antiques, operating nationwide, takes pride in giving each
customer personalised service, art pieces and furniture to meet their unique needs, style
and taste

